Inspiring People
Developing potential

20 Years of the Prospects Group

The Prospects Group provides tailored
education, employment, training and care
products and services for people at all
stages of life. Each year Prospects inspires
more than 500,000 people to develop their
potential and transform their lives. More than
1,400 professional and skilled colleagues
provide practical support to the local
communities they are based in across the
UK and internationally. Prospects is one
of the largest employee owned companies
in the UK. It is also a Leader in Diversity and
ranked in the top 100 index by the National
Centre for Diversity. The social purpose of
Prospects is to focus on the delivery of high
quality services to the public and private
sector for individuals at all stages of life. We
have 20 years’ experience of successfully
delivering public services across the UK.
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The early days

Prospects centres then and now. Inset: Ray Auvray.

1996
Prospects begins providing services in South
London and wins career contracts in Black
Country and North London.
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Today, Prospects provides a wide variety of services across
the UK and internationally. Prospects works with people
of all ages from those in the early years of education and
their families to adults considering retirement. We work with
education providers at all key stages, local authorities, central
government, employers, charities and other organisations.
More than 1,400 Prospects colleagues work in education,
employability and skills, offender management, care and social
services. In addition to all these services, Prospects is still the
largest provider of careers education, information, advice and
guidance which is what it began providing 20 years ago.
Ray Auvray, Chairman of Prospects, explains how Prospects
was created and why.
“I’m proud of the achievements we’ve accomplished in the
last 20 years. We have come a long way from the brand new
careers company which was created by a consortium of four
local authorities in South London, three businesses and schools.
I was asked to lead the company from the beginning and delivery
of our first contract began in April 1996. Though we were already
bidding to win more business before it launched. Then three
months later we won a contract to deliver careers services for
the Black Country and North London. By the second year we
had nearly doubled our turnover. Indeed we have continuously
expanded and grown the company.

“While careers education, information, advice and guidance
continues to be a cornerstone of our services, we now deliver
a wide variety services for people at all stages of life. From
the start we recognised that we needed to be commercial in
our approach. We knew our people had skills which could be
transferred across industries. The first time we proved this was
by winning the contract to support the recruitment process and
develop the database of the 13,000 people interested in working
at Bluewater, the new large shopping centre in Kent. Prospects
was borne out of the public sector but quickly established a
commercial focus. We established values of providing robust,
practical help to local communities. In many ways, while
Prospects has diversified and changed over the last 20 years,
our values have remained largely the same. The quality of
people we’ve been able to attract to work with us and the way
we’ve developed them has enabled us to grow.”

1997
Career services launched in the Black Country
and North London.
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The best start
in early years

Prospects works with early years settings across the country
through the inspections contract it delivers on behalf of Ofsted
in the Midlands and North of England. In the South, Prospects
works with a number of local authorities to help settings
including childminders improve their provision and therefore
their Ofsted rating. The team also provides business improvement
advice and training.

Prospects provides early years services. Inset: John Theedom

1998
Prospects wins contract to recruit staff at Bluewater Shopping
Centre and launches Prospects Distribution Services, which
becomes Prospects Education Resources.
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John Theedom joined Prospects in February 2011 as
a consultant on the Ofsted Early Years Inspection contract
to help streamline the processes, procedures and systems.
Since then John has also helped Prospects Early Years
services grow.

Achieving more than satisfactory

“We continue to deliver a quality service” says John.
“Through our work on Ofsted inspections, we know what
outstanding looks like. We have also branched out into advice
and guidance on behalf of local authorities to early years
settings. Lots of providers are small businesses or voluntary
run organisations, we support them with advice and guidance
on early years curriculum and childcare as well as business
support to help improve and grow their organisation.”

The targeted support package, by a Prospects Quality
Adviser and Advisory Teacher, involved regular visits, email
and telephone support for the pre-school and its voluntary
management committee, including advice and guidance through
coaching and mentoring. Support was focused around the
Ofsted actions and recommendations. A setting improvement
plan was developed and progress regularly reviewed, with new
targets being set as quality of practice improved.

John recognises the contribution Prospects early years
colleagues will continue to make in future: “Colleagues have
practical knowledge and skills sets plus the whole breadth of
experience across the early years sector so we are in a good
position for future opportunities.”

As a result of Prospects support the voluntary management
committee now have a good understanding of their role as the
body with overall responsibility for the pre-school. The leadership
and management skills of the senior staff improved, enabling
more effective management of the staff team and improved
quality practice throughout the pre-school.

John goes on to outline some of the opportunities he sees
for Early Years: “We are looking at how we can support the
introduction of the 30 hours free childcare. There are also
more opportunities around working with local authorities
to provide advice and guidance. Training is an area we have
been working in and will grow. Prospects early years is a
success story – and we’re only just beginning.”

A pre-school which received repeated satisfactory Ofsted
inspections accepted help from Prospects to improve
leadership and management along with quality of practice.

A subsequent inspection by Ofsted graded the pre-school
as good.
The Pre-school Chair, Lead Practitioner and team, said:
“Thank
  
you for all your help and support over the last year.
We would not have been able to achieve our good without
your continued support.”

1999
Prospects Education launches.

20 Years of Prospects
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Completing the
education jigsaw

Prospects Education works with thousands of schools and
other education providers across the UK, with all key stages
and beyond, providing curriculum development, careers and
education resources, school improvement consultancy, back
office support and outdoor education.
Andrew Thraves, Director of Prospects Education, who joined
Prospects in April 2015 says: “I think of education services
like a jigsaw. Many of our competitors have just one or two
pieces but we have them all. We provide a complete solution
for schools, in a simple one stop shop.” Prospects payroll
service, in conjunction with 3BM – the schools services mutual
which Prospects is the partner in – has gone from strength to
strength. “It’s grown at warp speed; another 38 new schools
have just begun using the service.” explains Andrew.
Andrew says: “The education market is changing significantly.
Mass academisation is one factor. We understand market
changes and can deliver in ways our customers want. We
can provide support services to schools as they become
academies. For example we have recently started working
with a group of 14 schools in the Weymouth area to help
them as they become a multi academy trust. Our integrated
services are proving ideal for academy chains.”

Helping schools provide the best education. Inset: Andrew Thraves

2000
Search, which provided services in Wandsworth,
Kingston and Merton, joins Prospects.
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What does the future hold for Prospects Education? Andrew
is enthusiastic as he outlines the new products and services
that the team will be offering soon, including six new awards
to add to the current Leading Parent Partnership Award and
the Prospects Quality in Careers Education, Information,
Advice and Guidance Award.
Andrew concludes by saying: “Education will look very
different in future. There will be increased focus on skills
and employability. The way a young person learns, thinks
or studies will not be a barrier to making the most of their
future. Through different routes, academic, apprenticeships,
traineeships and vocational – all with equal value – there will
be truly personalised learning.”

The school’s commitment to improvement was commended
by Ofsted, who judged the school as good and praised staff
on their excellent practices.
Since this inspection, staff have grown in confidence and with
the help of Prospects Improve, they are now working towards
achieving an outstanding grade.
Headteacher Matt Sadler said: “Through a vast array of talented
consultants, Prospects has enabled us to pinpoint specific areas
of focus, which has led to rapid improvement across all areas of
the school. This, coupled with a hands on, can do attitude, has
installed a strong sense of self belief and positivity that has bred
a culture of confidence throughout the school.”

Our story – Minworth Infant and Junior School
Minworth Infant and Junior School was in need of significant
improvement when Prospects Improve was appointed to
support the school to improve teaching and learning.
Prior to the partnership, the school was rated satisfactory
by Ofsted. Prospects Improve supported the school in
developing its teaching practices and provided training to
staff to help pupils.

2001
Prospects delivers Connexions contracts
in South East London, providing career
services for young people.
20 Years of Prospects
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Innovating and integrating
services for young people

Inspiring young people to achieve. Inset: Alison Williams

2002
Youth Action joins Prospects. Prospects wins
contract to provide Tower Hamlets Youth Services.
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Alison Williams joined Prospects in 2000 as operations
manager in Bexley, having worked with young people for
a number of years. Remembering when she first joined
Prospects Alison says: “There was no email! It was a bit of
a shock but it did have some upsides in that we got to meet
people face to face more. It was a friendly company, people
wanted to offer quality services. There were good opportunities.”
Alison has taken full advantage of these opportunities and
is now Director of Children and Young People’s Services
and on the Board.
Each year, Prospects works with thousands of young people
to help them transition into adulthood with the skills, knowledge
and experience they need for the future. Prospects works on
behalf of more than 20 local authorities to provide targeted
support to young people most in need, particularly those
not in education, employment or training (NEET).
Alison outlines the young people’s services that Prospects
now offers, saying: “Our starting point is that we want to inspire
young people to achieve, the foundation of our work has come
from our work as a careers and education company. Now we
are building on that foundation to work with vulnerable young
people, building resilience and providing opportunities for
them to grow in confidence, develop the skills for the future
and manage that tricky transition into adulthood.

“There are three key parts to the young people’s services
that we provide. First careers information, advice and guidance,
secondly working with vulnerable groups such as young people
who are parents or unemployed and thirdly working with our
most complex young people, such as children in care, young
offenders and substance misusers.
“From the start we see our relationship with contract holders
as a partnership. We go in saying ‘how do we work together?’”
says Alison. Adding: “We are flexible, offer ideas, solutions,
step in and support when needed. We make sure we
understand their vision.”
Alison’s vision for the future of young people’s services at
Prospects is clear: “We need to keep young people at the
heart of what we do, so that we develop the services that
they want and make a difference. Our New Belongings Project
in Calderdale is an excellent example of this enabling care
leavers to manage their services. I am also a strong advocate for
integrated young people’s services and in Gloucestershire
we are developing new approaches to managing risks and
meeting the unique needs of adolescents. At the centre will
still be a focus on preparing young people for their future careers
but unlike 20 years ago we will have our own digital solutions.”

2003
Prospects wins Bromley Youth Service contract. Prospects
acquires Inspection and Consultancy Partnership.

20 Years of Prospects
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Supporting young people
in Gloucestershire

Equipping young people with skills for life.

2004
Prospects launches the Leading Parent Partnership
Award and wins six major careers advice contracts,
including in the North of England.
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Prospects runs the Youth Support Service on behalf of
Gloucestershire County Council. The Youth Support Team
works with vulnerable young people in the county, targeting
specific groups who are most at risk of not making a successful
transition into adulthood. This includes young offenders and
those on the edge of the criminal justice system, looked
after children and care leavers aged 11 plus, unemployed
young people, homeless young people, teenage parents,
young people who run away from home, young people with
disabilities and/or learning difficulties and young people
with substance misuse issues or other health needs.
The Youth Support Team is multi-disciplinary, made up of youth
workers, social workers, careers specialists, health and family
support workers, police and probation officers. In addition,
Prospects delivers a number of statutory services. The team
works in each of the six districts in the county through our
youth support centres, mobile centres and in schools. They
also work with families and young people in their homes.

belongings. Mediation with parents and Debbie was held and
they discussed parenting support groups, however, this did not
go well, and Debbie refused to co-operate and engage positively.
After further work, Debbie reflected on her behaviour and
slowly began working on building her relationship with her
parents whilst in supported accommodation. Her parents were
adamant that Debbie would not engage with training. However,
after several attempts, her worker was able to support Debbie
to attend an interview and took her to her induction, and
through encouragement, she met with another young female
with similar anxieties. Debbie signed up to the Princes Trust
and continues to attend and engage well with her training.
*not her real name

My story – Debbie*
Debbie was referred to the Youth Support Team Post 16
Referral and Assessment Team due to the relationship with
her parents breaking down as a result of verbal and physical
abuse. Debbie went to stay at her boyfriend’s parents but this
was not suitable for a long term option. It was also not suitable
for Debbie to return home at the time and she had no extended
family options available. A Nightstop referral was completed
and the worker helped support Debbie to move some of her

2005
Prospects Events launches, and the Group wins
Oftsed school inspections contract in London
and part of the Home Counties.
20 Years of Prospects
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Employment and Skills:
A strong base for
future growth

“An ambitious company with a bright future that I wanted to be
part of” is how Brenda Cabras, Director of Adult Employment
and Skills, describes her first impression of Prospects. Brenda
joined Prospects in July 1997, since then she says: “Prospects
has changed from being a small, mainly careers company
through diversification to extend its reach nationally and
internationally. But it has not lost sight of the same ethos and
values it began with.” While working at Prospects, Brenda has
had a variety of the roles both operational and corporately and is
now a Board member.
Prospects is a prime provider for the National Careers Service
delivering the service in London, South West and West
Midlands. Prospects is part of the consortium which delivers
the service in Yorkshire and the Humber. The company is
also a prime provider for the Work Programme in the South
West, as well as a subcontractor in London and Bristol. In
Bristol, Prospects also provides Opportunity You, a specialist
employability contract. The company delivers Work Choice, as
a subcontractor in Bournemouth, which provides employment
support for people with disabilities and mental health conditions.

Innovative support for jobseekers. Inset: Brenda Cabras

2006
Prospects Recruitment Services launches and the Group
wins contracts, including career advice in Brent and
London Offender Learning.
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“The Employment and Skills Directorate has grown tremendously
over the last six years, starting with the Work Programme which
was a £50m contract over five years, now extended to six
years, and then the National Careers Service where we are the
largest provider across the country” explains Brenda. “The Work
Programme broke new ground with a payment by results model.
This had a huge impact on how we manage contracts and our
supply chains and in how we support our customers. We now
have lots of experience and have a very strong track record from
which to plan further strategic growth.”
“A consultant recently told me that the view of Prospects is
‘highly regarded professionals who do what they say they will’”
advises Brenda. She continues: “We hit our contractual targets,
meet performance metrics but our partners also recognise that
our ethos, values and being employee owned makes us different
to many others in this sphere.”
Looking ahead, Brenda says: “In the future, I want us to stay at
the top of the performance league tables and to continue to be
the largest provider of adult careers and employability services
in the UK and beyond.”

My story – Tony
Tony had been unemployed for about a year before being
referred to the Work Programme. In his early fifties Tony had
spent his working life as a chef.
Tony joined the Work Programme in March 2016. He got
along easily with the team who helped him improve his IT skills,
showed him the best job search websites and ‘rebooted’ his
CV and covering letter. Having worked in kitchens all his life
Tony had little need for computers, so had no experience of
online job hunting.
Within three months Tony had re-entered the job market and
is currently working as a chef. Tony says: “I found Prospects
exceptionally good, very friendly and the advisers helped me
achieve my goal of finding work. I found full time, permanent
work. I am very happy about it.”

2007
Prospects wins Gloucestershire Youth Support Services contract,
and additional Connexions contracts in Hounslow.

20 Years of Prospects
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Offender Management:
“It’s the way we deliver”

Prospects works across the country with those on the edge
of the Criminal Justice System, offenders in custody and
in the community as well as ex-offenders pursuing a future
without crime. Prospects plays a vital role in helping to reduce
reoffending as one of the largest providers of multi-disciplinary
careers information services in the community and in custody.
Prospects provides the education in Feltham Young Offenders
Institution. Prospects has increased the number of hours a
young person in custody at Feltham spends in education each
week to equip them with qualifications and skills to break the
cycle of reoffending when they leave detention.
“The thing I liked was the opportunity to establish a new
directorate and I liked the values of Prospects too” says Victoria
Blakeman, Director of Offender Management, recalling what
first drew her to the company back in 2014. Victoria has vast
experience in prison management, having previously been
governor at prisons in the UK and working in Afghanistan on
behalf of the Ministry of Justice at the Lashkar Gar prison.
Prospects works in 40 prisons across London, the South West,
West Midlands and Yorkshire and the Humber, through its
National Careers Service contracts. Advisers help offenders in
the resettlement phase of their sentence to assess their skills,
identify learning needs and set career goals to plan for the future
to improve their job prospects on release.

Preventing reoffending. Inset: Victoria Blakeman

2008
Prospects acquires Gabbitas Education, which provides services to
independent schools; wins Connexions contracts in London, Milton
Keynes and Brighton and a regional Next Step (adult career) contract.
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In 2015 Prospects began providing the education in Feltham
Young Offenders Institution. Victoria said: “We have made
massive changes from what we took over. One of the biggest
changes has been moving from 15 to 30 hours education
a week. We have employed more teachers and teaching
assistants, offering a wider range of qualifications and breadth
of subjects. We have started working with partners on providing
personal enrichment and through the gates we’re working with
colleges and employers.”
Victoria continues: “We know this is a marathon, not a sprint
but improvements so far are huge. The Youth Justice Board
and prison itself are very positive about our achievements.
12 months in, we’re on track in terms of performance and
various action plans.”
Outlining why partners choose Prospects, Victoria said:
“We deliver. We deliver outcomes that commissioners
look for. It’s the way we deliver. Going the extra mile.
We genuinely care.

Feltham ROTL at full throttle
Prospects are working with the prison staff at HMYOI Feltham
to transform Release On Temporary Licence (ROTL)
opportunities for 15 –18 year-olds in Feltham.
The Prospects education team have not only been sourcing
education, training and employment opportunities for young
people eligible for ROTL, but for the first time members of
the team have been accompanying the young people to the
sourced college and training placement interviews. In June,
Carl* was accompanied by education staff on a ROTL trip to
a college interview in Berkshire. The college were so impressed
they offered him a place on their summer school, which he will
attend through ROTL before starting at the college in September
full time upon release.
*not his real name

“In future I would like us to deliver more education and rehab
in more prisons of all types.” concludes Victoria.

2009
Prospects acquires CFA, a specialist recruitment agency, wins more
Connexions contracts in London and Leeds and an Offender Learning
and Skills Service (OLASS) contract in London.
20 Years of Prospects
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Prospects helped me,
now I help others
My story – Maree

2010
Prospects provides the Ofsted Early Years Inspection Service in the Midlands and the North of
England and Next Step (adult career) in Greater London and, as part of a joint venture company,
Yorkshire and the Humber, and launches Prospects Improve, an education consultancy.
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“I’d lost everything” says Maree thinking back to 2014. “I’d had
a knee replacement, then had back problems and was very
depressed; this had led to me getting into debt. I lost my home
and ended up moving from one end of the country to the other.”
After a work capability assessment, Maree was enrolled on
a work related activity group with Prospects in August 2014.
“I was very negative to start with” says Maree. Adding: “My
adviser suggested I pretend to be at work by sitting at the
computer. It was a simple start but it made a difference. I found
that people believed in me for who I was not for their own gain.
My self-confidence improved. I did a self-employment course
and started my own business providing virtual administrative
services to businesses, as I had lots of experience of this type
of work during my career prior to receiving employment
support allowance.”
In a short time, Maree’s attitude had totally changed and she
was extremely positive about the support she had received
from Prospects and about her future generally. “I wouldn’t be
back in work if not for Prospects. I organised a networking
event for other self-employed Work Programme customers
and those considering self-employment. It was very
successful and the local MP visited.” says Maree.

Prospects recognised Maree’s desire to help other people
who found themselves in a similar position to her and offered
her a part-time role, which could fit around her own business.
Maree explains: “I work as an administrator for Prospects but
I also have my own caseload of voluntary customers. Often
they’re really terrified about joining the Work Programme and
their future so I build relationships with them, initially by
telephone and encourage them to engage with the programme.
I really enjoy mentoring them and I would love to do that full-time.”
Maree sums up: “I can only speak from my experience but
I am really passionate about what Prospects does. I would
recommend them. The approach is individual. People really
care about people. They’re genuinely interested in people.
The support you get as an employee is the same as the
customer support, for example my parents were recently ill
and the support was fantastic. Working for Prospects I feel
a part of something much bigger which changes people’s
lives. It’s exciting to be a part of.”

2011
Prospects wins contracts including in Brent to support care leavers and young offenders,
and the Care Leavers’ Pathway Services in Calderdale, and becomes a prime provider
of the Work Programme in the South West.
20 Years of Prospects
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After leaving care, I help others
find a new belonging
My story – Claire

2012
Prospects acquires South Cerney Outdoor Education Centre and wins contracts,
including for career advice in Leicestershire and Wakefield, and Youth Contract
services in the West Midlands and Yorkshire and the Humber.
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Claire spent much of her childhood looked after by Calderdale
Council. After leaving care Claire spent time working with young
people. When another care leaver asked if she would like to
become a mentor for young people supported by Calderdale
leaving care service and Prospects, which provides the statutory
service, Claire jumped at the chance. Claire says: “Soon after
I started as a mentor, a Prospects manager said they would
help me find a full-time job.” With a young son to support, Claire
happily accepted the offer.

She adds that: “Prospects is very good to work for. Prospects
really wants young people to achieve and thrive. Prospects is
flexible with young people, there aren’t any restrictions. Each
young person is seen as equal.”
Thinking ahead to the future, Claire says: “I’d like to continue
working with young people. And to stay working for Prospects
would be great.”

Within a few weeks Claire had been offered a role as an apprentice
coordinator for the New Belongings project. “The project helps
care leavers into apprenticeships” explains Claire. “Through New
Belongings we have been able to create the Care Leavers Council,
Upwards n Onwards (UnO) and a parenting group which supports
looked after children, care leavers and victims of child sexual
exploitation who are pregnant or parents. It is a peer led group.
We also work closely with the Care Leavers Association to run our
GOAL (getting on and living) project. It’s really exciting. The project
itself is amazing. Without Prospects and Calderdale Council, I
don’t think it would be possible.”
Claire’s view of Prospects is one of a flexible organisation:
“Prospects is very open to change, especially when it comes
to supporting young people. Without Prospects changes
to young people services wouldn’t have happened.”

2013
Prospects wins contracts, including targeted youth support services in Gloucestershire
contract and for providing enterprise education in all Welsh schools; the Group opens
offices in China and takes over the Youth Contract in London.
20 Years of Prospects
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Sharing success

Conference for Prospects colleagues

2014
Prospects wins the best Public/Private Partnership at the 2014 Local Government Chronicle (LGC) awards
for its partnership with Gloucestershire County Council; Nick Bell joins as Chief Executive; Prospects becomes
the prime provider for the National Careers Service in London, the South West, West Midlands and Yorkshire
and Humber, as part of the Careers Yorkshire and Humber consortium, including the In Custody element.
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Prospects is an employee owned company.
Across the UK the employee owned business sector
is growing. Many companies, including Prospects, find
they are more successful, competitive, profitable and
sustainable. This is because those who work for the
company own the business and share in its success.
Colleagues at Prospects are encouraged to be innovative
and entrepreneurial buying into our company and our success.
We were one of the first and largest public sector mutuals.
Currently more than 800 employees and past employees
are shareholders in Prospects, with all current colleagues
represented by the Employee Trust Fund.
Prospects is managed openly, with regular communication
between colleagues. Managers are encouraged to go out of
their way to consult, share information about the company and
give employees responsibility. All employees are represented
by 17 nominated colleagues who form the Employee Council.
The Employee Council members consult colleagues regularly
across the business and represents their voices at all levels
of the business.

The benefits of being employee owned to our and other
businesses are we achieve higher productivity and greater levels
of innovation and are more sustainable and resilient to economic
turbulence. Additionally employee owned companies have more
engaged, more fulfilled and less stressed workforces.
Successive governments have promoted employee ownership
because they recognise its potential contribution to the
economy. As a sector employee ownership adds to the diversity
of Britain’s economy by offering a vibrant and different model for
achieving business success.
Prospects has successfully supported other businesses to
become employee owned, including 3BM. Prospects Director
of Mutuals, Patrick Burns can advise you if you are considering
employee ownership.

Prospects is the 13th largest employed owned business
in the UK and is proud to be a trustee member of the Employee
Ownership Association, a network of more than 200 companies
with significant employee ownership. As a sector the employee
owned industry accounts for 4% of GDP contributing
£30 billion annually.

2015
Prospects wins contract to provide education for all young people in Feltham
Young Offenders Institution; Hampshire and Kent county councils select the
Group to provide Early Years Services.
20 Years of Prospects
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Where we operate

2016
Prospects celebrates its 20th anniversary and wins £20 million pounds worth of contracts,
providing targeted youth services in Coventry, Warwickshire and Northamptonshire,
and the Youth Entrepreneurship Service for the Welsh Government.
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Prospects works across the UK and internationally to provide
education, employment, training and care products and services.
Early Years

Employment and Skills

 Ofsted Early Years Inspections across the Midlands
and North of England.

 Providing the National Careers Service in London,
South West, South Yorkshire and West Midlands.

 Early Years improvement and training services in
Hampshire, Kent, Oxfordshire and Southampton.

 Helping jobseekers find work through the Work Programme,
Opportunity You and Work Choice across Bristol, London
and the South West.

Education
Offender Management
 Working with more than 4,250 education establishments
across the UK to provide services including school
improvement, curriculum development, resources,
back office support and outdoor education.

 Working in 40 prisons in London, South West, West
Midland and Yorkshire and the Humber to provide the
National Careers Service in custody.
 Providing education in Feltham Young Offenders Institution.

Children and Young People’s Services
 Providing services to vulnerable young people on
behalf of local authorities across England including:
Coventry and Warwickshire, Gloucestershire, Leicestershire,
London, Milton Keynes, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire
and Yorkshire and the Humber.

20 Years of Prospects

Prospects Events
 Managing more than 20 events across the UK each year
including Skills London, Skills Scotland, Skills Cymru and
Skills Northern Ireland along with the National Careers
Guidance Shows.
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Our Group

Gabbitas

The Prospects Group also includes:
Established in 1873, Gabbitas is the global expert in British
independent education. Gabbitas prides itself on combining
a respected tradition of excellence with a unique and bespoke
service that is tailored to fit the personal requirements of our
clients in all areas of independent education.
For parents, this includes advice on school placement, special
educational needs, higher education and careers advice along
with private hourly and residential tutoring, summer schools and
guardianship for international students.
Gabbitas provides specialist consultancy services, including
school performance management and improvement, IT
solutions, staff recruitment and pupil placement.
With offices in London, Dubai and three offices in China, along
with a specialist Russian team based in London, Gabbitas is
able to meet the needs of clients worldwide.
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CfA

3BM

CfA specialises in the recruitment of senior executives and
trustees for charities and not-for-profit organisations in the
UK and internationally. The company holds an extensive
confidential register of senior candidates who can be placed
permanently or to cover interim management positions.

3BM, providing support services to the education sector,
is the first employee led mutual joint venture to spin-out from
local government. Prospects is the partner in the joint venture.
The pioneering new model for delivering better and more costeffective services to the public combines the experience and
local knowledge of council staff with a private sector business
ethic. 3BM delivers services such as financial management,
IT and building development to schools allowing them to focus
on education.

CfA offers consultancy for organisational, trustee and board
development and other services such as psychometric
testing and executive coaching.
CfA’s Advice and Guidance Division offers recruitment services
for employers in the education, advice and guidance sector.
We have a proven track record of recruiting permanent,
contract or temporary staff across education, Welfare to Work,
information, advice and guidance sectors.
CfA’s Fundraising Services Team is dedicated to recruiting
highly skilled and motivated fundraising professionals for the
charities and not-for-profit organisations. We recruit for all types
of fundraising roles from assistants and officers to managers
and directors.

I remember Prospects’ Croydon pre-16 schools team winning the Prospects Prize for innovative action
planning sessions with year 11s. We ran a free end of exams screening of a film selected by young people.
This meant no-one escaped the auditorium without updating us on their action plan and intended
post-16 destination!”
Michael Larbalestier, Director of Digital Innovation. Joined Prospects in 1999
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The next 20 years

Careers Advice Plus mobile hub. Inset: Nick Bell
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Since 1996 Prospects has continuously been the largest
provider of careers education information, advice and guidance.
It has also grown in other ways and moved into many new
areas of business. Nick Bell, Chief Executive of Prospects,
looks ahead to the next 20 years and beyond.

“We can’t predict what the next 20 years will bring but we
do know that more services will be delivered digitally. We are
already delivering some services digitally and are developing
this further. We want to provide services and products in the
most convenient and efficient way for customers.” says Nick.

“At Prospects our purpose is to inspire people to develop
their potential” says Nick: “We do this through the tailored
education, employment, training and care products and
services that we offer. It is our responsibility to grow Prospects
so that we can support more individuals as well as benefit
our colleagues and partners. To do this we will develop new
services, products and ways of delivery as colleagues have
alluded to throughout this document. We already work with
more than 500,000 adults and young people each year but
we want to reach more. We know there are still vulnerable
people who would benefit from the support of Prospects.”

Nick concludes: “Our core business focus will stay on many
of the areas we already work in. We will continue to provide
services for jobseekers to help them find suitable, sustainable
work. Working with young people has always been at the heart
of Prospects and this will endure, as will our work with families.
We will provide more education services and products though
the field is bound to change a great deal even in the short term.
We intend to grow our work with offenders. The thread that runs
through all our work is seeking to improve lives and with the
expert, skilled colleagues that we have sharing best practice
across subject areas it means we can innovate and develop
new ideas to benefit our customers.”

Nick outlines why Prospects has been successful: “From
the start, Prospects purpose has always been clear and we
are fortunate that colleagues subscribe to our purpose and
values. None of what Prospects has achieved could have
happened without the hard work and dedication of Prospects
colleagues. Being employee owned means that everyone
can share in the success.”

“At the beginning Prospects was much smaller and had a real family feel with colleagues who were
passionate about delivering first class services to our customers. We provided a narrower range
services, advice and guidance for young people. While some of these things have changed - we certainly
provide more services in different settings and sectors – the fundamental culture and values are
enduring and the same passion exists wherever you work in the Group.”
Julie Moore, (former) Director of Projects & Transition. Joined Prospects in 1997
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Our Purpose

Our values

We inspire the people we work with to develop their full
potential through education, employment and training.

Achieving Impact

We will grow Prospects to benefit the individuals we support,
our colleagues and our partners by delivering more expert
and innovative services to more people each year.

Providing high quality services which achieve positive
and sustainable results for our customers.

Working Together
Working with individuals, funders and partners to design
and deliver effective services.

Delivering Change
Sharing knowledge and expertise, evaluating services
so we can learn, adapt and innovate.

Valuing Colleagues
We are proud to be employee owned and invest in our
people. We create opportunities for everyone to develop
their skills, share their knowledge and experience, to contribute
to our success.

Promoting Diversity
Acting fairly and ethically, recognising diversity, enabling
and supporting access to opportunities for everyone
to achieve their potential.
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